**Custom Lift Drive System**

The Custom-Lift® is our economy model. It has a long history of dependability and versatility. With a variety of sheave and machine room layouts, the Custom-Lift elevator is suited to new construction or a remodeling project. Choose your elevator car from our beautiful standard collection.

**Technical**
- **Capacity:** 500 lbs.
- **Cab Size:** maximum of 12 sq. ft.
- **Travel:** up to 50 ft.
- **Stops:** up to 6 stops
- **Nominal Speed:** 30 feet per minute
- **Guide Rail:** 3/16" steel channel
- **Pit Depth:** 6” minimum required
- **Overhead:** 26” minimum overhead clearance required above the cab’s inside dimension height

**Electric Supply:** 230 volts, single phase, 60 hertz. For 208 volts, single phase, a Buck Boost transformer must be added. A separate 120-volt circuit is required for cab lighting.

**Controls:** fully automatic at car and landings, car light switch, emergency stop switch, in/use indicator at landings.

**Drive:** single speed, 2HP, instant reversing.

**Gearbox:** high-ratio, direct mounted and coupled.

**Drum:** single drum with outboard bearing.

**Brake:** electrically released, spring applied.

**Signal Systems:** wall mount phone jack, emergency alarm.

**Emergency Lowering:** manual hand wheel.

**Slack Cable/Broken Rope:** twin instantaneous, broken and slack cable applied by retained compression spring.

**Car:** frameless car with accordion gate.

**Additional Options:** are available, for details contact your local dealer.

---

Custom Lift - Winding Drum Series 210 - Capacity 500 lbs
Since 1957, Waupaca Elevator Company has been an industry leader in the design and manufacture of residential elevators and dumbwaiters. From our most affordable model to the most luxurious, a Waupaca residential elevator will improve your in-home mobility and dramatically enhance your quality of life.

Waupaca Elevator has earned an outstanding reputation for superior quality, safety and customer service by offering the most comprehensive range of drive mechanisms, design options, cab finishes and accessories. Our elevators are engineered for trouble-free performance and built using the finest materials such as select or better hardwoods, hardened steel and state-of-the-art digital controls. You will also be pleased to know that we manufacture many of our own components, which are assembled with pride at our Appleton, Wisconsin factory.

Through our national dealer network, Waupaca Elevator has become North America’s preferred brand of residential elevator. Waupaca Elevator makes owning a home elevator easy by offering comprehensive drawings for your builder or architect. We provide solutions that simplify the installation process with design flexibility for new construction or retrofitting an existing home.

Waupaca Elevator Company – We Lift Expectations!

**Why a Waupaca elevator right for your home.**
Waupaca Elevator offers models to fit every budget with a range of styles and accessories designed to blend perfectly into any home décor.

A Waupaca elevator delivers a smooth, quiet ride that improves your home accessibility and enhances your quality of life. An elevator allows you to stay in the home you love for as long as you would like.

A home elevator makes activities such as moving bulky objects from floor-to-floor safer, easier and more convenient.

A Waupaca elevator will dramatically increase your home’s resale value and expand its marketability.

Waupaca elevators are installed and serviced by trained elevator specialists and are backed by more than 50 years of industry expertise.

Your investment in a Waupaca elevator is secure with a full 2-year limited parts warranty — one of the many reasons why more architects and builders specify Waupaca Elevator with confidence.

Waupaca Elevator is a family owned and operated business, dedicated to providing the performance and value you deserve in a residential elevator.

“Waupaca Elevator and our dealer exceeded our expectations in designing and building the perfect elevator to fit with the décor of our new home. My husband and I were delighted with the entire process.”
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**The Designer**

Our Designer model is popular and versatile for those wishing to create or decorate their own unique cab interior.

- Unfinished flush birch walls and ceiling
- Solid wood handrail
- Brushed stainless steel or muntz stations
- Unfinished floor
- Dual 4” recessed down lights with white trim rings
- Selection of vinyl-lam accordion gates
- Available in other wood veneers as well as a broad choice of applied laminates.

"The dealer’s installation crew did an outstanding job. They were very prompt, professional and courteous. We loved everything about our experience with Waupaca Elevator."

**The Heritage**

The Heritage offers a new look with timeless beauty.

- Textured neutral wall panels and ceiling
- Solid wood handrail
- Brushed stainless steel or muntz stations
- Unfinished floor
- Dual 4” recessed down lights with white trim rings
- A selection of vinyl-lam accordion gates
- Finished with handcrafted hickory trim

Heritage cab with textured neutral wall and ceiling panels with hickory trim
The Estate
The Estate is a distinctly crafted, hand finished model that features:
• Oak wall panels
• Hardwood trim
• Textured neutral ceiling
• Solid wood handrail
• Brushed stainless steel or muntz stations
• Standard selection of vinyl-lam accordion gates
• Unfinished floor

- Dual 4" recessed down lights with white trim rings
- The oak walls and trim may be finished natural, medium, dark, or left unfinished
- The Estate wood selections include cherry or walnut with natural finish
- Additional Estate wood options are available

“Our elevator is very quiet and smooth. It feels like riding an elevator in a high-rise building. The fit and finish are exceptional and the style matches our home décor perfectly.”

The Estate Limited
The elegant, fine quality Estate Limited cab features:
• A hand finished cherry interior
• Polished brass fixtures
• Walls and ceiling are trimmed with cherry hardwood and highlighted with our own blended finish
• This model includes a matching handrail and kick plate
• Four 4" recessed down lights with brass trim rings
• An acrylic accordion gate is standard

Estate Ltd. with cherry blend finish, brass hand rail, four recessed down lights and arched valance
Custom Raised Panel Cabs

A vast array of hardwoods, styles, fixtures and features allow you, the homeowner, an opportunity to create a design uniquely your own. We have selected an option list of the finest materials available to provide utility, elegance, value and comfort.

Raised Panel Solid-Wood Cabs
Solid hardwood cabs may be constructed from our list of select wood or an exotic wood of your choice (depending on availability). We offer ten standard design configurations or we can create a custom option to match your needs. Combinations of wood species can create beautiful contrasts and truly unique designs.

Wood Finishes
Waupaca Elevator offers stained, lacquered or unfinished cabs. Wood grains and finishes shown are representative only and are not intended for color matching.

Standard Interior Panel Designs

Wood and metal finishes shown are representative only and are not intended for color matching.
Design Your Own Options

Car Operating Panels
Car operating panels feature large buttons, emergency stop switch, alarm button and light switch for your convenience and safety. Brushed muntz and stainless steel shown.

Handrails
Solid-wood round or flat handrails are available to match your cab interior. Other finishes include brushed or polished chrome and brass.

Hall Stations
Hall stations can match car operating panels. Options include a standard single button with call/in-use indicator. A separate car-here indicator button is available. Key locks may be added to all controls for controlled access and safety.

Phone Boxes
Optional phone boxes are available to match car operating panels or wood interior finish.

Door Interlocks - EMI or GAL
Door interlocks prevent operation of elevator when the cab is not at the designated landing. (EMI shown)

Finish Options
Metal finish options for hall stations, cab operating panels and phone boxes. Images shown are representative only and are not intended for color matching.

Light Fixtures
Light trim rings are selected to complement panels and accessories, adding the perfect finishing touch to your elevator.

Gate Options
Accordion gates are standard on all cabs. Our selection of vinyl-lam finishes include light oak, white, natural oak and chalk. Other accordion gates feature clear or bronze acrylic see-through panels. Special order accordion gates or basic scissor gates are also available.

Power Gate Operator
The power gate operator offers the convenience of opening and closing the accordion gate automatically.

Cab Access Options
Left Same Side Opening
Right Same Side Opening
Front Opening
Opposite Openings
Left 90° Adjacent Openings
Right 90° Adjacent Openings

Wood and metal finishes shown are representative only and are not intended for color matching.
The Paca Series, is an affordable winding drum or hydraulic elevator system. Innovative J-Rail system reduces installation time and offers a smoother, more stable ride. Reliable digital control system requires minimal wiring and fast setup.

**Technical**
- **Capacity**: 1,000 lbs.
- **Cab Size**: maximum of 15 sq. ft.
- **Travel**: up to 50 ft.
- **Stops**: up to 5 stops
- **Nominal Speed**: 40 feet per minute
- **Guide Rail**: (2) 3/16” J-channel steel
- **Pit Depth**: 8” minimum required
- **Controls**: Fully automatic at car and landings, car light switch with auto light time out, emergency light and in-use indicator at landings. Field programmable homing feature, modular car wiring and digitally addressed hoistway wiring.
- **Signal Systems**: Wall mount phone jack and emergency alarm.
- **Electric Supply**: 230 volts, single phase, 60 hertz with 3-pole disconnect switch. A separate 120-volt circuit is required for cab lighting.


Additional Options are available, for details contact your local dealer.

*Controller Location* - Remote location outside of hoistway, locked control box.

**Drive** - Variable speed frequency control, for controlled acceleration and deceleration.

**Slack Cable/Broken Rope** - Twin instantaneous, broken and slack cable applied by retained compression spring.

**Car** - Frameless car with accordion gate standard. Standard collection and custom raised panel designs are available on all Paca Series elevators.

* Talk to your dealer for exact specifications
**Excelelevator Drive Systems**

The Excelelevator™ roped hydraulic elevator is our most popular residential elevator and is a step up from the Custom-Lift. You will enjoy the ride with smooth acceleration and deceleration. Standard features include emergency descent with backup battery and automatic homing. Choose your elevator car from our beautiful standard collection or from our custom raised panel designs.

Technical
- **Capacity** - 950 lbs or 1,000 lbs.
- **Cab Size** - maximum of 15 sq. ft.
- **Travel** - up to 50 ft.
- **Stops** - up to 6 stops
- **Nominal Speed** - 40 feet per minute
- **Guide Rail** - 8# T-Rail
- **Pit Depth** - 8” minimum required
- **Overhead** - see dealer

*Controls - Fully automatic at car and landings, car light switch with auto light time out, emergency light and in-use indicator at landings. Field programmable homing feature and modular car wiring.

**Signal Systems** - wall mount phone jack and emergency alarm.


*Emergency Lowering on RMR and MRL - Manual operation is standard, battery powered emergency lowering is optional.

*Drive - Variable speed frequency control, for controlled acceleration and deceleration.

*Slack Cable/Broken Rope - Twin instantaneous, broken and slack cable applied by retained compression spring.

*Car - Frameless car with accordion gate standard. Standard collection and custom raised panel designs are available on all Excelelevator elevators.

*Controller Location - Remote location outside of hoistway, locked control box.

*Overhead - see dealer

Additional Options - are available, for details contact your local dealer.

* Talk to your dealer for exact specifications